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  Fate ™ / ICONS RPG Products

The products found here are produced by Misfit Studios under license, and include products for the Fate ™ rule system and ICONS specifically.

Fate ™ is a trademark of Evil Hat Productions, LLC. Used with permission.

ICONS and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Steve Kenson and Ad Infinitum Adventures, and are used under license.

 

DOOM for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6000

The first of Misfits & Menaces product releases for the ICONS rule system presents DOOM, an organization of supernatural horror and unrepentant evil. Founded through the merging of several ancient dark, mystic secret societies, DOOM looks to the insane-inspiring Lost Ones for favor by working black magic and even blacker goals towards ruling or ending the world, as their designs strike them.

Contents include:

	DOOM’s flunkies, the cultist , dagger assassins, sorcerers, (with two variations for each), and the half-demon Imps
	DOOM’s demonic slaves, the Barzani, and their warlord rulers, the Riders of the Apocalypse, including game statistics for demon hybrids, the basic demon, along with Death, Famine, Pestilence, and War
	The Doomsayers, DOOM’s elite metahuman strike force, including their leader, the undying spell-smith Acolyte , and the skinless Bone, triple-headed Cerberus, enigmatic Chain, brutish Deadman and his formless partner, Switch, dark Fallen Angel, fiery Hellfire, turncoat Nether, and duplicitous Speed Demon
	Three new powers: Conjure, Power Boost, and Weaken
	Adventure ideas for each character, as well as DOOM as a whole to make the product’s materials easier to incorporate into your game
	Over a dozen new creatures, ranging from demons to Immortals to hellhounds to giant insects controlled by Famine.


Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Amazon (Color Print) — Amazon (B/W Print) — Lulu (Colour Print) — Lulu (B/W Print) — Paizo (PDF)



Operation: Marshal Law for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6001

Bring Justice to Your ICONS Superpowered Roleplaying Experience with Operation: Marshal Law for ICONS

Do your ICONS Superpowered Roleplaying characters want to gain the authority to pursue super-villains in an official capacity? Are they tired of being chased by the police as though they were scum or criminals?

Operation: Marshal Law for ICONS details the US Marshal Service program intended to integrate super-powered beings into the agency as law enforcement officers.

Within this brief Operation: Marshal Law for ICONS PDF you will find:

	A US Marshal’s field office built using the headquarters rules
	A template for US Marshal training to allow your game’s characters to join this agency
	Three ideas for involving the US Marshal Service in your game


ICONS and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Steve Kenson and Ad Infinitum Adventures, and are used under license.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Misfits & Menaces A.E.G.I.S. for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6002

Misfits & Menaces A.E.G.I.S. for ICONS is Mixing Up Mutagenic Fun

Misfits & Menaces A.E.G.I.S. for ICONS details an international corporation that puts on the public face of a benefactor to all humanity, but in truth it works on shadowy government projects and for any criminal organization that can pay its fees. A.E.G.I.S. (Advanced Engineering Genetic Integration & Structuring) manipulates the very building blocks of life to reach its objectives, no matter what harm may result.

A.E.G.I.S. is an ideal source of villains in any super-hero game, and stopping or revealing its global machinations can serve as the basis of an entire campaign.

Within the Misfits & Menaces A.E.G.I.S. for ICONS PDF you will find:

	Game statistics for A.E.G.I.S.’ insidious, mad scientist CEO.
	An extensive list of current projects the company is undertaking — both public and secret. This section provides a wealth of ideas to mine for your games.
	5 Experiment Templates to add to characters who have been subjected to A.E.G.I.S. projects.
	Catspaw, one of A.E.G.I.S. experiments involving the manipulation of animal DNA — and now the corporation’s secret assassin.


Purchase: Lulu (Colour Print) — Lulu (B/W Print) — DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Do-Gooders & Daredevils International CrimePrev Technologies for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6003

International CrimePrev Technologies Brings Restraint to your ICONS Game

This release for the Do-Gooders & Daredevils for ICONS series presents International CrimePrev Technologies, a private company that produces devices intended to be used by law enforcement agencies and armed forces the world over for countering and subduing metahumans.

International CrimePrev Technologies for ICONS contains:

Within this brief PDF you will find examples of CrimePrev’s wide product line of restraint equipment, ranging from super-tough handcuffs to sedating devices to prevent detainees from accessing super-powers or cybernetic devices. Also includes are some sample weapons intended to contain or drop metahumans. Rounding out this product are two briefs on CrimePrev subsidiaries, including one that is hoping to operate private metahuman prisons on behalf of the Department of Corrections, and another that sells insurance against metahuman-caused destruction.

ICONS and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Steve Kenson and Ad Infinitum Adventures, and are used under license.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF)



The Manual of Mutants & Monsters: Infected Zombie for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6004

Is your ICONS game missing the infected zombie hordes you’ve always dreamed of?

This release of The Manual of Mutants & Monsters for ICONS provides game stats on the Infected Zombie, a creature returned from the dead to eat brains and spread its infection to the living.

Includes the infected zombie template so you can transform any creature into an infected member of the undead, along with example infected zombie bystander and infected dog stat blocks. There is also a special infected lasher zombie template (zombies that whip and entangle their prey using their own intestines), infected blob zombie template (zombies that spew bile and rotting flesh to attract other zombies), and infected stalker zombie template (zombies that leap large distances to pounce upon their prey), each with a zombie bystander example.

There is also the intelligent infected zombie template for portraying characters who are overcome by the zombie infection but retain their intelligence, along with an infected intelligent super-hero zombie example.

Rounding out this product are eight plot ideas for using infected zombies in your game, and suggestions on how the zombie infection may function in your game.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: Lulu (Colour Print) — Lulu (B/W Print) — DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



The Manual of Mutants & Monsters: Cthulhu & Co. for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6005

This release of The Manual of Mutants & Monsters: Cthulhu & Co. for Icons provides game stats on Cthulhu, the most famous of the Great Old Ones.

Also includes is game information for the Deep Ones race and their high priest, Dagon, including two stages of human/deep one hybrids. Rounding out this product are a number caper ideas for using Cthulhu, Dagon, and the deep ones in your game, as well as suggestions for using mental disorders as Qualities.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Expanded Base Building for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6006

Expanded Base Building provides additional content for adding features to your super-heroes’ (or villains’) base in your ICONS game. This product presents over 40 new base features to consider.

The new features range from the Amplifier, which enhances some powers used within the base, to Intelligent so your base can think for itself, to something more mundane like Workshop or extraordinary like the base having its own Weather System.

In addition to all these great new base features, Expanded Base Building also more than a dozen examples of ways to cause trouble for the base. Examples of base trouble range from having Accessible Bowels intruders can sneak through in the form tunnels, ducts, and the like, to Haunted or Weak Defenses.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



The Manual of Mutants & Monsters: Nuclear Toxyderm for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6007

Have you ever wanted a giant, out of control, nuclear monster to toss at your heroes? Well, now you can!

This release of The Manual of Mutants & Monsters for ICONS provides game stats on the Nuclear Toxyderm, an elemental spirit that is drawn to areas of nuclear activity and waste. Upon arriving from their dimension, these energies possess the nuclear materials and transform into a raging monster of nuclear toxins.

Includes game stats for the full-size and lesser variations, along with detailed rules on the risks of radiation exposure, and a radiation extra and radiation quality.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Your World No Longer: Mutants & Primer for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6008

Your World No Longer is a series of ICONS products intended to supply Gamemasters with packaged campaign details and ideas for stories involving global conquest and invasion. Each release outlines a separate scenario wherein a particular foe has mastered the world, providing information on how and why Earth was dominated, and how the world’s heroes and villains responded.

The details provided are sufficient to allow the Gamemaster to run the game quickly and off-the-cuff, but remain open enough to permit further development (indeed, this is encouraged.) This open design format also allows the scenario to be used in just about any setting, be it one that’s been published or one entirely of the Gamemaster’s own devising.

The world is no longer yours but it is up to you to take it back. Show us what you’re made of and resist!

The first release includes the primer material that will apply to running all future releases, as well as details for running a mutant takeover in your super-hero campaign.

This product provides details on how the mutants conquered the world and why, an overview of the characters’ role in the Resistance, as well as game statistics for the new order’s ruler, the incomparable mutant tyrant, Holocaust. Also included are stats for the geneplate warriors, the mutant nation’s genetically modified human foot soldiers, and stats for the elite Purifier exo-suits and anti-mutant Pacifier combat robots.

Rounding out this product are six adventure ideas for using a global mutant conquest in your game.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



The Manual of Mutants & Monsters: Gibbering Mouther for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6009

This release of The Manual of Mutants & Monsters for ICONS provides game stats on the gibbering mouther, a creature seemingly born of madness that lives only to feast upon its prey after driving them mad with its incessant, nonsensical babbling.

Includes game stats for the full-size and several adventure ideas.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

ICONS and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Steve Kenson and Ad Infinitum Adventures, and are used under license.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



The Manual of Mutants & Monsters: Mummy for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6010

This release of The Manual of Mutants & Monsters for ICONS provides game stats on the Mummy, an undead horror doomed to rise up again. Whether charged with guardian something, or cursed to eternal life as some form of punishment, the mummy has undead villainy all wrapped up.

This product includes a template for creating a mummy from just about any character, as well as a sample mummy and the far more powerful mummy lord.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

ICONS and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Steve Kenson and Ad Infinitum Adventures, and are used under license.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Archetypes: Micromorph for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6011

This ICONS Superpowered RPG release brings you The Micromorph Iconic Archetype. This ready-to-go character build provides a foundation for you to develop a hero of your own that is able to shrink to minute sizes, disappearing from sight. But don’t take this to mean that big heroes can’t come in small packages. Gamemasters can also use the archetype as the basis for quickly building NPC heroes or villains off-the-cuff.

Each Iconic Archetype presents the basic build, plus ideas for some typical roles the character may fill, along with variations you may want to explore.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Archetypes: Adventurer for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6012

This ICONS Superpowered RPG release brings you The Adventurer Iconic Archetype. This ready-to-go character build provides a foundation for you to develop a hero of your own that may lack metahuman super powers, but make up for it in experience, know-how, grit, gumption, and reckless bravery. Gamemasters can also use the archetype as the basis for quickly building NPC heroes or villains off-the-cuff.

Each Iconic Archetype presents the basic build, plus ideas for some typical roles the character may fill, along with variations you may want to explore.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Archetypes: Megamorph for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6013

This ICONS Superpowered RPG release brings you The Megamorph Iconic Archetype. This ready-to-go character build provides a foundation for you to develop a hero of your own that is able to grow to enormous heights, increasing their mass as they do so. Gamemasters can also use the archetype as the basis for quickly building NPC heroes or villains off-the-cuff.

Each Iconic Archetype presents the basic build, plus ideas for some typical roles the character may fill, along with variations you may want to explore.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Archetypes: Blaster for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6014

This ICONS Superpowered RPG release brings you The Blaster Iconic Archetype. This ready-to-go character build provides a foundation for you to develop a hero of your own who possesses the primary ability to unleash powerful energy blasts. Gamemasters can also use the archetype as the basis for quickly building NPC heroes or villains off-the-cuff.

Each Iconic Archetype presents the basic build, plus ideas for some typical roles the character may fill, along with variations you may want to explore.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — Paizo (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



The Manual of Mutants & Monsters: Demagogue Demon for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6015

This release of The Manual of Mutants & Monsters for ICONS provides game stats on the Demagogue Demon, also known as a tr’ump demon. These power-mad monsters seek to infiltrate human society and create upheaval and even revolution by spreading economic ruin, hatred, and prejudice as a way to make people beholden to them.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Love & Justice Volume 1

Stock #: MIS5102

Love is a powerful emotion. And when you add in aliens, robots, radiation, magic, mutants, mad science, forgotten gods, and ancient curses, it becomes a SUPERpowerful force. Super-powered love leads to comedy, intrigue, risk-taking, sacrifice, and adventure! And Love & Justice is your guidebook to romance, love, and sex in superhero roleplaying games.

Illustrated throughout by Super Powered Legends artist Jacob Blackmon, Love & Justice Volume 1 includes:

	A History of Romance in Comic Books
	Rules for Adding Sex and Romance to Your Superhero Campaign
	Romantic Tropes to Include (or avoid) When Building Your Campaign
	The Wide World of Relationships
	Suggestions for a Romance-Specific pre-campaign Session Zero


Together with its companion volume, Love & Justice Volume 1 gives you what you need to introduce romance to your superhero game without losing the heroics.

Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF) — Amazon (Color print) — Amazon (B/W Print) — shopd20PFSRD



Iconic Archetypes: Battlesuit for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6016

This ICONS Superpowered RPG release brings you The Blaster Iconic Archetype. This ready-to-go character build provides a foundation for you to develop a hero wearing an armored suit full of gadgets and weaponry. Gamemasters can also use the archetype as the basis for quickly building NPC heroes or villains off-the-cuff.

Each Iconic Archetype presents the basic build, plus ideas for some typical roles the character may fill, along with variations you may want to explore.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Archetypes: Speedster for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6017

100% of Misfit Studios’ profits go to benefit Central Toronto Youth Services (CTYS)

This ICONS Superpowered RPG release brings you The Speedster Iconic Archetype. This ready-to-go character build provides a foundation for developing a hero who moves faster than most others think. Gamemasters can also use the archetype as the basis for quickly building NPC heroes or villains off the cuff.

Each Iconic Archetype presents the basic build, plus ideas for some typical roles the character may fill, along with variations you may want to explore.

ICONS and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Steve Kenson and Ad Infinitum Adventures, and are used under license

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Archetypes: Wild One for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6018

100% of Misfit Studios’ profits go to benefit Central Toronto Youth Services (CTYS)

This ICONS Superpowered RPG release brings you The Speedster Iconic Archetype. This ready-to-go character build provides a foundation for developing a hero who moves faster than most others think. Gamemasters can also use the archetype as the basis for quickly building NPC heroes or villains off the cuff.

Each Iconic Archetype presents the basic build, plus ideas for some typical roles the character may fill, along with variations you may want to explore.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Opponents: Dark Santa for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6019

This Iconic Opponents release presents Dark Santa, a malevolent version of Santa from another dimension. Seeking to harm children rather than bring them joy and holiday cheer, Dark Santa is served by his doomdeer and frigid “Frosties” minions.

Each Iconic Opponents release presents a separate solo villain or team.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

ICONS and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Steve Kenson and Ad Infinitum Adventures, and are used under license

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Opponents: The Baker for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6020

This Iconic Opponents release presents The Baker, a master of his delicious art who turned to crime after being cursed to choose between bringing his baked goods to life or them coming out of the oven fouled. With his living gingerbread men gangsters and sidekick, Gingy, this supervillain is always baking up trouble.

Each Iconic Opponents release presents a separate solo villain or team.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

ICONS and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Steve Kenson and Ad Infinitum Adventures, and are used under license

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Opponents: Valentine for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6021

This Iconic Opponents release presents Valentine, a victim of alien aggression who used his contacts in American alphabet agencies to acquire a nanite battlesuit. He now indiscriminately hunts and kills aliens to protect humanity, no matter what the extraterrestrial’s actions or intentions may be.

Each Iconic Opponents release presents a separate solo villain or team.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

ICONS and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Steve Kenson and Ad Infinitum Adventures, and are used under license

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Allies: Prosecutor for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6022

This Iconic Allies release presents Prosecutor, a former assassin and member of the supervillain team, “The Court.” Following a change of heart, this enigmatic, silent, and lethal vigilante now preys on the underworld, killing any criminal she encounters.

Each Iconic Allies release presents a separate solo hero or team.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

ICONS and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Steve Kenson and Ad Infinitum Adventures, and are used under license

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Opponents: The Court for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6023

Iconic Opponents: the Court provides a trio of courtroom-themed assassins who specialize in killing “untouchable” targets, such as members of government, judiciary, and law enforcement.

	Judge wields a magical hammer, Gavel, and leads the Court.
	Jury is the Court’s loud-mouthed one-man workforce who can create eleven duplicates of himself, each of which has the power to stretch their bodies to great lengths.
	Executioner is the Court’s mute enforcer and triggerman. He wears a battlesuit capable of slicing up targets, frying them with deadly arcs of electricity, or killing them with poison gas.


Each Iconic Opponents release presents a separate solo villain or team.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

ICONS and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Steve Kenson and Ad Infinitum Adventures, and are used under license

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Allies: Professor When for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6024

This Iconic Allies release presents Professor When, the sole survivor of his enigmatic race. He uses his paradoxical conveyance to travel through time and space to protect both.

Each Iconic Allies release presents a separate solo hero or team.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

ICONS and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Steve Kenson and Ad Infinitum Adventures, and are used under license

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Opponents: Redcoat for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6025


Iconic Opponents: Redcoat presents a former English super soldier who strongly believes in the return to power of both the British monarchy and empire. Leading an army of Loyalist troopers and infiltration specialists, Redcoat strives to force British colonialism on the world once again.

Each Iconic Opponents release presents a separate solo villain or team.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Opponents: the Amerikkkan for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6026


Iconic Opponents: The Amerikkkan is a man raised on racism. Everything he sees in the world is perceived through that lens, further fulfilling his prejudices about anyone who isn’t white. He strives to bring on the race war he believes will save America from outsiders and return it to its former glory. He uses his powers to this end, developing a base of like-minded followers who dream of a second Civil War.

Each Iconic Opponents release presents a separate solo villain or team.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)



Iconic Opponents: Consigliere for ICONS

Stock #: MIS6027


Iconic Opponents: Consigliere presents a masterful criminal advisor born of tragedy. An expert at the law and capable of prophetic strategies, he hides his identity behind a mask to conceal a truth that would prevent many of his underworld clients from hiring him.

Each Iconic Opponents release presents a separate solo villain or team.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: DrivethruRPG (PDF) — shopd20PFSRD (PDF)

That’s currently all for Fate™/ ICONS …
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